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About Us
VR-Zone is a leading online technology news publication reporting on bleeding edge trends in PC
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Reported by Lennard Seah on Thursday, March 8 2012 8:25 pm

To reward our IT SHOW portal visitors, we will be
giving away products or cash prizes on every day of
the show! Today's draw is for the Veho Kuzo
VCCC-007 HD Camcorder, sponsored by BOIA Pte
Ltd, worth SGD$299! Read more for the details on
how you can win...
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Product Features
Digital video image resolution up to 1280 x 720 at 30fps
4x digital zoom
Records full motion HD video H.264 and MOV file formats
Retractable USB 2.0 connector for instant internet upload
6cm x 12.5cm x 2.3cm(W x H x D)
5MP HD video image resolution up to 1280 x 720 at 30fps
Record to SD Card or SDHC Card upto 8GB
Flip Style retractable USB 2.0 connector for instant internet upload via PC/Laptop
6cm x 12.5cm x 2.3cm(W x H x D) @ 93 grams
AV output for direct to TV viewing
Advertise Here

Technical Details
Dimensions: 60 (W) x 112.5 (H) x 23.5 (D)mm
Display: 2.0 TFT (480 x 240 Pixels)
Photo Viewer Formats: JPEG
Power: 2 × AA batteries (included)
Weight: 97g including battery
Zoom: 4x Digital
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To qualify for the giveaway, simply follow these steps:

Step 1 - Facebook Like: This giveaway page, the IT SHOW portal and VR-Zone fan
page
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20k
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Step 2 - Leave a comment at the comments section below on why you deserve to
win Use a VALID EMAIL address so that we can contact you if you are selected.

Contest open to Singapore Residents only. The winner will be picked on 9th March 2012 and
contacted by email.
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I've been making Youtube videos recently, but I can't afford a good enough camera, so I've been using my
laptop webcam, which isn't exactly "good quality". I don't have a job to earn money and buy an incredibly
HD camera, but I'd love to have the chance to win this giveaway for a good camera! Thanks for the
opportunity!

PC SHOWSUPER MARKET IN GLOBAL SUPER MARKET
SINGAPORE IS GLOBAL MARKET
PC SHOW IS SUPER MARKET WITHIN THE SUPERMARKET

Good goodie portable for travelling 93 grams

I need this its good for my work as a site Engineer, my colleague should each get one, its really
convenient I'm verysure....
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Need this portable, small n awesome camcorder to record my beautiful running experiences all over
Singapore and other countries. Then sharing the videos/photos with all my friends and family. Hope I get
this! Thanks!

i Come from a poor family can't afford to buy an camera even though it is my hobby if i win this i will surely
feel like the luckiest boy ever!!

I like it because it's small, light & practical for my video-taking!

I want something from the show even though i am not there,hope this can film the crowds and make me
happy =)

Being able to capture HD videos (and also still pictures) at a respectable image resolution with a 5MP
CMOS sensor, I like the lightness of the VCCC-007 (only 97g inclusive of batteries), which is ideal for me
as a previous wrist injury has forbade me to hold a bulky camcorder/DSLR for long.
Being a simple, straightforward & lazy person, I prefer my gadgets to be user-friendly (without the need to
read a thick operation manual). With the absence of excessive buttons, recording is easily performed with
a simple touch or two.
Moreover, I like to share my videos instantly so having a retractable USB connector certainly expedites the
process as there is no need for another cumbersome USB cable (I don’t like too many wires around).
Lastly, I like to take candid shots of children & pets outdoors. I can carry the VCCC-007 around
conveniently around in my pocket. And when the opportunity arises, I can also quickly pick it out of my
pocket to capture those precious moments in HD glory!

great features in a slim compact package. high resolution video recording combined with 4x zoom makes
a good camera to capture those moments with your family. Yet so compact you can carry it anywhere and
with an 8GB capacity you will have longer videos with this baby. It would also be a nice HD camera for my
radio control helicopter to record onboard videos while flying around. I wish they can have a waterproof
case so i would be able to attach it with my speed boat to get the feel of running 60KpH on water... overall
its a great looking product with at an affordable price!

something than come in handy to allow me to record down any moment show by my little 2 years old boy
:)

I'm a noob video camcorder user and casual video-taker so the simple controls and pocket size fit me to a
tee. The high-def and 5MP would be a treat since my arsenal of video recording devices is all of 3.2 MP.

I have used camcoders of different make. I like the compact and sleek look and features of Veho Kuzo
VCCC-007 HD camcorder. I want to make my wife also a proud owner of this, even though it would add up
the numbers I have.

Veho Kuzo VCCC-007 HD Camcorder would be the perfect gadget which is both slim and handy and will
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further enable me to capture memories as I embark on a professional career

Because I want to give me to my wife for work, leisure and driving,

Great portability so every moment of my life is captured.
or simply cause i want it haha

Looks kind of Slim & Handy, with the listed specifications, I really hope to be the owner of this Veho Kuzo
VCCC-007 HD Camcorder.

I am impresed with the camcorder. It looks very nice and very handy. Good thing. Great price. Thanks too
Boia and VR Zone. Keep it up

I think because I have two kids and now video camera! I can't convince my husband it's worth it! But I
really would love to take video of my kids!

more memories make me a better man :)
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Apple Mac Pro MC561LL/A Workstation - 2 x
Xeon...

$3,219.00
Best Buy

$3,219.99
$3,499.00

$3,219.00
Tax & Shipping Info.

and mobile gadgets, with in-depth reviews and commentaries
Our inquisitive team of journalists cover key international events like CES, CeBIT, MWC,
Computex and local exhibitions like CommunicAsia, IT SHOW, PC SHOW, COMEX and SITEX.
More on: Advertising | Jobs | Our Writers | Chinese Edition | Contact Us
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